Top Sights

**Prague Castle & Hradčany**
This refined hilltop district is defined by the massive castle complex that gives Prague its dreamy, fairy-tale-like appearance.

- Prague Castle
- St Vitus Cathedral
- Loreta

**Top Sights**

**St Vitus Cathedral**

**Old Town Square & Astronomical Clock**
Gothic spires, art nouveau architecture, a quirky astronomical clock and horse-drawn carriages crowd this colourful, famous old square.

- Old Town Square & Astronomical Clock
- Charles Bridge

**Wenceslas Square & Around**
Once a horse market, this huge square has been the site of many important moments in Czech history.

- Wenceslas Square

**Nové Město**
Cool modern architecture and quiet riverside cafes are the crowning glories of this underrated neighbourhood.

**Wenceslas Square**

**Vínoř by Vídeňská**

**Vinohrady & Žižkov**
The locals' residential neighbourhood of choice, this leafy area contains many of Prague’s hippest bars and cafes.

- Veletržní Palác

**Malá Strana & Petřín Hill**
Quaint, cobblestoned streets, red roofs, ancient cloisters and a peaceful hillside park characterise Prague’s charming ‘Lesser Quarter’.

- Petřín Hill
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**Petřín Hill**

**Praha 1**
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**Holešovice**
Beer gardens, contemporary art and huge parks characterise this laid-back district that’s well off the tourist path.

- Veletržní Palác